**International Constitutional law and Democracy - Spring term 2013:**

Responsible and main teacher: Inger-Johanne Sand (i.j.sand@jus.uio.no),


**February 07. – The Constitution of Europe**


Exercise 1: The significance of the changes made in the Lisbon treaty (human rights, extension of qualifies majority etc)

**February 14. – The Constitution of Europe (same texts)**

Exercise 2 and 3: Maduro’s article: presentation and critique.

Exercise 4: The financial crisis and its constitutional implications, in the EU.

**February 28. - International constitutionalism. The UN**


Exercise 5: The UN as a constitutional order? Discuss.

Exercise 6: Discuss the concept of constitutionalization as used in Habermas´ article.

**March 07. - International constitutionalism. The WTO**


Exercise: 7: WTO Dispute Settlement Bodies, as discussed in Weiler’s article.

**March 14. - Fragmentation and Constitutionalization (teacher: Azin Tadjdani)**


Exercise 8: The concept of constitutionalization as used by Koskenniemi/Leino.

Exercise 9: Discuss of one of the examples in the article by Koskenniemi/Leino.


Exercise 10: The constitutional role of ECtHR (illustrate with examples)

**April 9. : Deadline for handing in mock exam**

**April 9. - International Constitutionalism**


Exercise 11: The concept of constitutionalism as discussed in Walker’s article.

Exercise 12: The concept of democracy as discussed in Walker’s article.

**April 11. - International Constitutionalism - Regime-Collisions**


Exercise 13: The concept of fragmentation as used by Fischer-Lescano/Teubner.

Exercise 14: Discuss one of the examples in the article by Fischer-Lescano/Teubner.
April 18. - International Constitutionalism and Fragmentation


Exercise 15: Explain the concept of fragmentation as used by Koskenniemi.

Exercise 16: Explain the concept of constitutionalism as used by Koskenniemi.

Exercise 17: Explain the concept of legal pluralism as used by Koskenniemi.

April 25. - Mock exam essays back. Summing up the course. Questions from participants